INTRODUCTION
The classical uncertainty inequality and some of its extensions assert (roughly) that a function and its Fourier transform cannot both be concentrated on small sets (see [1] for the classical inequality, and [6] for a recent generalization).
In this note we are concerned with discrete uncertainty type inequalities for finite groups.
Let G be a finite group, and let Irr(G)= {pa ..
.. , Pt} denote the complex irreducible representations of G, where Pi: G---~ GL(V~) and deg Pi = dim Vii = hi. For a function f:G---~C and a representation p:G---~GL(V), let )~(p)= ~x~6f(x)p(x) ~ End(V) denote the Fourier transform off at p. This definition may be extended to functions g:G---~End(U), where U is a complex vector space, by g(P) = Ex,cf(x) @ p(x) ~ End(U @ V).
Let q~ is an isomorphism (Proposition 10 in [5] ), and it is easy to check that Sq~ = q0Tt;
In Section 2 we prove the following simple uncertainty-type inequality. For abelian groups, part (a) of Theorem 1 was observed in [3] , and with a simpler proof in [7] .
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is a subgroup of G, and f(x) = 1H(x)x(x), where X is a 1-dimensional character of H.
The bound in Theorem 1 may sometimes be improved when more is known on
Suppf. An example of this with an application to abelian groups is described in [4] .
Here we consider another example, as follows. Let G N be the direct product As an application we have:
We conclude in Section 4 with some bounds on Z(G, N) for general non-abelian groups.
PROOF OF THEOREM l
Let A = Suppf. To prove (a) it suffices, by Proposition 1, to show that rank T~ IGI/IAI. For the lower bound we first estimate/i(f) on two restricted classes of functions. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose 0 ~ f : N Dp,q--+C satisfies Suppf cAN(Dpq, 1), and f(a<bll, . . . , akNb ~) =f(a < .... , a kN) whenever IIN=I a~'b ~' = 1. Then #(f) >>-(q -1)p N and f~(f) >i (q -
1
I • L(k) iff lu -= -~] l,o~ -E~=' ks (mod q). (3)
i=1 Keeping with previous notation, let pj be an irreducible p-dimensional representation of Dp, q and denote
Let @/N=I w~, e W ®n. Using (1) and (3) we obtain w,,)= N
E i~=1 e q(jli°rt')wti l~L(k) "= = ( ~, eq(j ~ lioct') )W,l @ " " " ® wtN
/N--1 q--1 ) 
=(H E eq(]li(°(t'-a'tN-E~='k~)) wtl@'''@wtN.
and is 0 otherwise. We rewrite (4) as
Now, by the assumptions on f:
Combining (5) and (6), we obtain
. , a tu '-'~)pj(a '~-t') ~..-® pj(a ~N-'-'N w,~ = qU-lf(atU-~', a tl-t2 .... , a t'` ~-tN)wt,, ® wt. ®''" ~ wt,,_,.
Now, by assumption, f(a k', . . . , a kN) 4= 0 for some k c K, so (7) implies that f(pj ® Clearly Suppg ~AN_2(Op,q, C(C') -1) and g ~0, so:
•--®pj) isl-lon
f] --ti~ ® " " " ® tiN-: c E, and define We may thus assume that f itself satisfies Suppf ~ mN(Dp,q, 1).
We consider two possibilities. The proof uses the approach of Theorem 2, but the c(G) obtained is usually very small. For some classes of groups we have a uniform bound; i.e. if G is non-solvable then ~t(G, N)/> V~ N. We defer the details to a subsequent paper.
